Lighter Side
by John Kasun

A Glance Over My Shoulder

T

echnology provides the archery
industry with a constant stream of
new products. If you are relatively
new to the sport, it may be a little difficult
to get a grasp on archery’s history. If, like
me, you have a lifetime of archery experience behind you, it is easy to forget how far
we have come. While the equipment has
changed drastically over the past decades,
the attraction of the sport has remained the
same for centuries. Those thoughts led to
this month’s trip down memory lane that I
wish to share with you in the “Lighter Side.”
For those of you new to the sport, it may
provide some insight and for those of you that have made
this journey with me, it may ignite some treasured memories.
My first exposure to archery came when a friend of my
father visited our home and brought his bow and arrow. My
dad and his friend spent the afternoon trying to hit a fence
post with a longbow and some steel tipped wooden arrows.
(This was decades before foam targets.) I spent my afternoon
looking for arrows in the grass. In spite of my pleading, my
dad and his friend said I was too small to shoot. I had never
seen a bow up close before but the thrill of watching arrows
arc toward that fence post burned into my soul.
Several years later, in junior high, I mentioned my interest in archery to a teacher. He informed me that he had seen
a bow for sale in a store in a nearby town. Remember, this
was the mid-50s. There were no huge sporting goods stores,
no big catalogs, few TVs and no Internet. I gathered up past
birthday and gift money and begged my dad to take me to
see the bow. A week later, I stood, bow in hand. It was a 50
pound lemonwood longbow with a wrapped leather handle
and heavily waxed flax string. With it came six wooden
arrows with field points, a finger tab and a lace-on arm
guard. The total bill was $13. I didn’t get to test fire the bow,
there was no setup or instruction and I didn’t get to select it
from a rack of bows. The store only had one bow. When we
got home, my father set up one hay bale as a target and I was
on my own.
There was no arrow rest, so I shot off of the top of my
index finger. I shot every day and pretty soon could hit a
paper plate at 10 yards with some regularity. I was ready
to seek more challenging targets. In those days, we carried
household water from a nearby spring in two shiny water
buckets. One of those buckets seemed like the perfect target to aim at as I positioned myself on the hill behind our
home and fired arrows in a large arc from about 65 yards.
My groups got better and better, if you count a 10 foot wide
group of arrows sticking up in the grass surrounding the
bucket as good. With practice, my groups shrank. It just

never occurred to me that I might actually
hit the bucket. I am not sure how my mother
did it but somehow, a new bucket showed
up and the one with the hole in it suddenly
disappeared. I always assumed my father
never found out.
I learned of Archery magazine and got
a subscription. I pored over each issue,
devouring every word and reading every
advertisement. I got a stack of penny postcards and sent a request to every manufacturer for additional information on its products. By today’s standard, the “new” equipment would seem minor but to me, rubber blunts opened up a whole new world of shooting
opportunities and a few mishaps. I now know it is not good
practice to shoot flies off of porch posts with rubber blunts.
The ricocheting arrows can be dangerous, as the small scar
between my eyes testifies. However, I have to admit it was
great follow-through and I did get the fly.
I used my bow at every opportunity. When my father
wanted to attach a line halfway up a tree, I offered to “shoot”
it through the fork in the tree with my trusty bow. I assume
he would have been more impressed if I hadn’t buried the
first two shots solidly in the tree trunk.
I made daily rounds of the local farm fencerows hunting groundhogs. I knew where every groundhog lived and
took a shot at each of them every day. A summer of shooting
resulted in one dead groundhog.
I remember seeing my first dozen of Easton 24 SRT aluminum arrows selling for $29 and couldn’t grasp the idea of
anyone having enough money to own them. In junior high,
I bought my second bow, a tubular steel recurve (yes, steel)
from England, called the Apollo, that cost $40, a small fortune at the time. It had a built in arrow rest and a small rubber band that popped up when you reached full draw, acting
as a draw check. At the time, this was high-tech. As a senior
in high school, I moved up to a Bear Kodiak Special and took
my first buck with a wooden arrow and Hilbre broadhead.
I lived through the turmoil that arose when bow sights
came on the scene and mechanical releases almost resulted
in fistfights. The introduction of the compound, while also
causing distress, resulted in a major surge in the growth of
archery. We are now seeing a lesser version of that with the
crossbow.
Those shots at my mother’s water bucket were hundreds
of bows and thousands of arrows ago but each one brings
back that original thrill as I see an arrow arc towards the target. Archery has always been my passion and it has become
my life. It seems as if the closer I get to the end of life, the
more I appreciate the beginning.
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